
Caspian Black Sea Consortium – Creating New 
Opportunities in the Caspian and Black Sea Region

Rooted in history; happening today; enabling the future.

Overview presentation, September 2019

In partnership with
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Oil and trade have a long and proud history in the Caspian 
and Black Sea region
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The signing of the Caspian Seabed Agreement in 2018 has 
opened the doors to building further on this history

5th Summit of Heads of State of Caspian littoral states, Aktau, 12 August 2018
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The Caspian region is located right between major economic 
power centers of the world, with huge transshipment needs
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Therefore, without surprise, the Caspian is an important link 
in the “One Belt – One Road” strategy

"One belt - one road" is a proposal of joint projects of «Silk Road Economic belt" and "Sea Silk Road of the XXI century". 
The proposal was first put forward by Chinese President XI Jinping during his visit to Kazakhstan on September 7, 2013.
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Major trade corridors are emerging in the Caspian and 
Black Sea Region, creating opportunities

• Oil and gas experts from the region
• East-West container and bulk traffic
• Regional container and bulk traffic
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A strong transshipment hub at the Eastern shore of the 
Caspian is still required, to build a reliable logistics chain

?
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This is where the Caspian Black Sea Consortium comes into 
the picture

Kuryk

Port and Free Zone Development at Kuryk
(Kazakhstan) at the heart of the project
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With respect to oil, the Consortium’s vision includes not only 
oil facilities at Kuryk port, but a major pipeline link

Baku Tbilisi Ceyhan 
(BTC) pipeline Oil related focus

Pipeline to be developed from Kashagan to Kuryk port, 
linking to the BTC pipeline via transhipment across the 
Caspian Sea
• Opening up alternative route to current corridor(s)
• Providing additional capacity
• Creating options for future exploration
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The project will also strengthen the east-west logistics chain 
via Kuryk and Alyat to Batumi and onward via the Black Sea

Batumi

Alyat

Kuryk

Focus on container and bulk flows; oil related 
transhipments to be considered on that route
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The Caspian Black Sea Consortium is not just yet another 
development project – its ambitions are truly special

▪ The Caspian Black Sea Consortium builds on a proud 
legacy of oil and trade

▪ It aims to revive that legacy, and contribute 
significantly to the Caspian region becoming not just a 
transit point, but a reliable and trusted activity hub

Historic

▪ The Caspian Black Sea Consortium takes a 
comprehensive and long-term perspective

▪ It builds its business case on current realities, but 
thinks about how they may change and open up new 
opportunities

Visionary

▪ The Caspian Black Sea Consortium will strengthen the 
partnership and cooperation between Kazakhstan and 
Azerbaijan

▪ It is regarded as a strategic priority by senior political 
decision makers

Political
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Project K has already created a lot of excitement – initial 
memoranda have been signed

February 16, 2019

Meeting and discussion of prospects of cooperation 
between «SOCAR» and «KazMunayGas»

November 27, 2018

Signing of the Protocol of intent 
between SOCAR Logistics 

DMCC and A+A Kazakhstan

January 25, 2019

Signing of the Protocol of intent between 
SOCAR Marketing and Economic Operations, 
«Kazmortransflot» LLP, «P&O Maritime» and 

«A+A Kazakhstan»
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We are in close contact with key partners and decision 
makers…

April 8, 2019

Presentation of the Caspian-Black Sea Consortium  
project and discussion of further joint action with the 

Governor of Mangistau region of Kazakhstan 
Mr. Yeraly Tugzhanov

April 12, 2019

Meeting of Caspian-Black Sea Consortium participants and 
discussion of joint projects with Chairman of the Board of 

«KazMunaiGas» Mr. Alik Aidarbayev
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… and very much engaged locally

Participation of Caspian-Black Sea Consortium at the meeting of the President of Kazakhstan 
Kassym-Jomart Tokayev with the public of Mangystau region

April 12, 2019
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There are multiple elements around the core port and free 
zone development that are important for success

Kuryk Port and Free Zone 
Development

Pillar 1: Oil facilities
Pillar 2: Container and bulk facilities
Pillar 3: Economic zone

Pipeline development 
from Kashagan to Kuryk

Refinery 

Services to the oil 
industry

Transshipment
solutions across the 

Caspian 

Industrial 
opportunities in the 

zone

Link to Alyat
(Azerbaijan), Batumi 

(Georgia), etc.

Examples of ongoing considerations and/or ideas.

Urban development 
around Kuryk; real 

estate opportunities
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Various partners have expressed their interest in 
participation and/or are engaged in discussions

Discussions ongoing; various states of advancement
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The project is currently moving from strategic vision to 
specific project planning and execution

Specific projectStrategic vision

Achieved:

• Formulation of a compelling vision that 
has created a lot of excitement

• Creation of political buy-in and support, 
both in Kazakhstan and Azerbaijan

• First steps in the formation of the Caspian 
Black Sea Consortium

Next:

• Development of a “bankable” project, 
based on the strategic vision

• Buy-in and committment of selected 
strategic partners, who want to become 
part of the core consortium 

• Formal set-up of the Caspian Black Sea 
Consortium
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A strategic, economic and technical feasibility study is about 
to be commissioned

Demand assessment
Relevant catchment area? Major types of cargo flows, beyond oil? Total regional volumes? Capture rates and 
assumptions? Key uncertainties? 

Site assessment
Overall geology of the site? Any geological specificities? Drenching requirement? Land fit? Current legal status? 
Preparation requirements? 

Refinement of strategic value proposition and project approach/plan
Refinement of the strategic vision of Project K, based on the insights from the demand assessment and the site 
assessment? Timelines and key milestones?

Initial zone specifications
High-level suggestions for sub-zoning within the land available? Major infrastructure requirements? Rough 
visualization?

Financial assessment
Capex, by phases? Timeline of capex requirements? Revenue
expectations? Opex? RoI and other key financial metrics?

Key risks and sensitivities
Major strengths/weaknesses/opportunities/threats (SWOT)? 
Risks catalogue? Sensitivities? Mitigation?

Overall feasibility recommendations

RfP to be finalized in 
September 2019; study 

to be conducted in 
Q4/2019
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The feasibility study will be but one of the building blocks to 
take the project further over the coming months

Refinement of the vision, 
commercial and technical 

feasibility assessment
“Move from vision to 

bankable project”

Consortium 
formation, 
including the legal 
setup and the 
alignment of project 
roles, structure and 
financing

Further creation of political 
goodwill and support

E.g., use of upcoming visit of 
President Macron to 

Kazakhstan and Azerbaijan?

Investment into 
proper project 
branding and 
communi-
cations
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Next steps of the project overall

• Commissioning of the strategic, commercial and 
technical feasibility study

• Finalization of the core partners of the project 
and formal setup of the Caspian Black Sea 
Consortium

• Definition and implementation of project roles, 
organization (including a dedicated project 
team) and initial financing

• Agreement of a project timetable and individual 
contributions among the partners of the Caspian 
Black See Consortium

• Continued political engagement
• Development of communications strategy and 

core materials
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Next steps towards your potential involvement

Are you interested?

If so, what are specific areas of interest and/or 
the level and type of engagement you could 
envision?

What are the next steps from your side?

How shall we proceed together?



Rooted in history; happening today; enabling the future.

Thank you for your interest!

For any questions and further discussions, please contact:
rafat.aliyev@aagroup.az; a.baumgartner@stir.global

In partnership with
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